Announcements

- Successful Tower B pre-ship review yesterday!
  - Congratulations to TKR

- TKR+CAL integration inside flight grid is speeding up...
  - Target date Feb 24!
    - Only 2 weeks from today

- Preparations:
  - The goal is to have new TKR recon for all data taken inside the flight grid
    - We will request SAS to provide us with an em tag for next week with new TKR recon
  - Pipeline needs to support with Tower B test at SLAC
    - They run until Feb 21 and require old TKR recon
    - We are working with TKR to make transition smooth
  - To this end, SVAC/SAS needs to make sure pipeline keeps data reprocessed with different em versions
    - Being worked out and tested by Warren as we speak...